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Year Nine Persuasive Writing Unit

Dear Teacher,

The version of the Mighty Minds ‘Persuasive Writing Unit’ that you are receiving is 
continually being developed, with the hope of  including more teacher resources to help 
you use our material in the most effective manner. As such, over the next few months, 
you may receive an updated copy of this unit.

Mighty Minds appreciates the way you will add your own personality to our resources to 
help give your students the best education possible. As you use our resources, you may 
find there are aspects that you would like to change/elaborate on, information that you 
do not agree with, or other resources that you would like to see included in future 
versions. If this is ever the case, Mighty Minds would greatly appreciate your thoughts via 
email. Similarly, if there are any errors in the material, we would be grateful if you could 
inform us of them. The procedure for sending us these thoughts or corrections is to email 
us the file, indicate the page to which you are referring, and clearly write your concerns 
in the email. You can send these emails to: director@mightyminds.com.au. 

To allow for these new updated versions to seamlessly fit into your program, it is strongly 
recommended that a folder called ‘Mighty Minds’ be created, and that the files we send 
you be stored in it. Then, when we send you the updates, you can save the new files in 
this folder and delete any previous editions. Upon leaving the school, remember to 
delete any Mighty Minds resources that you have (as per the copyright agreement you 
should have signed before accessing this file). 

Regards,

Steven McCabe

Director of Mighty Minds
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Please note: any activity that is not completed during class time may be set for homework or 

undertaken at a later date. 

Persuasive Writing Unit

• Activity Description:
• The criteria used to assess a student’s aptitude on the NAPLAN Writing Test are 

audience, text structure, cohesion, paragraphing, ideas, persuasive techniques, 

vocabulary, sentence structure, punctuation and spelling. These have all been 

addressed in the Persuasive Writing Unit, as well as the skills of planning, 

brainstorming and editing an essay.

• The Writing Practice Test that students undertake during the 17th session will be 

marked by assessors from Mighty Minds and detailed feedback will be provided to 

the teachers (about the cohort) and the students (about their individual 

performance). 

• Purpose of Activity:
• This Persuasive Writing Unit is designed to prepare students for the 

NAPLAN Writing Test (Persuasive). It also teaches students skills 

that will be invaluable to their future schooling and consolidates 

those they already possess.

• KLAs:
• English

• CCEs:
• Recognising letters, words and other symbols (α1)

• Interpreting the meaning of words or other symbols (α4)

• Compiling lists/ statistics (α12)

• Searching and locating items/ information (α52)

• Structuring/ organising extended written text (β21)

• Comparing, contrasting (β29)

• Classifying (β30)

• Interrelating ideas/ themes/ issues (β31)

• Applying strategies to trial and test ideas and procedures (β36)

• Generalising from information (β38)

• Reaching a conclusion which is necessarily true provided a given 

set of assumptions is true (θ32)

• Reaching a conclusion which is consistent with a given set of 

assumptions (θ33)

• Hypothesising (θ41)

• Criticising (θ42)

• Analysing (θ43)

Item Description
- Persuasive Writing Unit -

For the Teachers

This Item Description is 

continued on the next page...
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…This Item Description is continued from the previous page.

Persuasive Writing Unit

• CCEs (cont’d):
• Judging/ evaluating (θ45)

• Justifying (θ48)

• Using correct spelling, punctuation, grammar (π9)

• Using vocabulary appropriate to a context (π10)

• Expounding a viewpoint (π27)

• Creating/ composing/ devising (π46)

• Suggested Time Allocation:
• The Mighty Minds ‘Persuasive Writing Unit’ for the NAPLAN Writing Test consists of 

teaching resources for 4 lessons per week for 4 weeks. As the final session also 

concludes with a Persuasive Writing Practice Test, there are 15 preparatory 

lessons. Each lesson will require approximately 60 minutes to be completed.

• Teaching Notes: 
• The various aspects of the Writing Test are outlined in the Overview section of this 

resource. It is recommended that all teachers read the information provided within 

this section before teaching their allocated class. Some teachers might opt to 

provide their students with a copy of this information; others might think it too 

involved for use in the classroom; nevertheless, the information provided is 

invaluable to understanding what is involved in writing a persuasive essay for the 

NAPLAN Writing Test. 

• At the beginning of each session is an ‘Item Description’. These provide information 

about the resources and how to use them most effectively. They also include 

suggestions about extension activities and other useful information.

• Each session (with the exception of the Practice Essay and Peer Marking sessions) 

also begins with a Teacher’s Guide about the topic of the session. These provide 

handy information which will prepare both teachers and students for the activities to 

be completed during the sessions. 

• For each activity, both student and teacher answer sheets are provided. Student 

answer sheets provide the model responses – they show students what they should 

have achieved in the activity. The teacher’s answer sheet is much more in-depth, 

with the model responses and any necessary or useful reasoning. 

For the Teachers - continued

Item Description
- Persuasive Writing Unit -
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• Item Description

• The Writing Test

• Teacher’s Guide – Deconstructing a Persuasive Essay

• Example of a Deconstructed Essay

Session One: 

Overview

• Item Description

• Teacher’s Guide – Writing for an Audience

• Student Guide – Knowing Your Audience

• Literacy Activity – ‘Audience Mix-Up’

Session Two: 

Audience

• Item Description

• Teacher’s Guide – Text Structure

• Literacy Activity – ‘Boxing’

• Literacy Activity – ‘Sophisticated Structure’

Session Three:

Text Structure (1)

• Item Description

• Teacher’s Guide – Text Structure, Cohesion and 
Paragraphing 

• Literacy Activity – ‘Zurich in the Spring’

• Literacy Activity – ‘A Persuasive Scholar’

Session Four:

Text Structure (2)

• Item Description

• Teacher’s Guide – Ideas

• Literacy Activity – ‘Which Ideas Work Best?’

Session Five:

Ideas

• Item Description

• Teacher’s Guide – Cohesion

• Literacy Activity – ‘Tie it Up!’

• Literacy Activity – ‘Sub it In’

Session Six:

Cohesion
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• Item Description

• Teacher’s Guide – Persuasive Vocabulary

• Literacy Activity – ‘Who Stole the Cookie?’

Session Seven: 

Persuasive 
Vocabulary

• Item Description

• Teacher’s Guide – Persuasive Techniques

• Literacy activity – ‘The Truth of the Matter’

• Item Description

• Teacher’s Guide – Persuasive Devices

• Literacy Activity – ‘Are you Convinced?’

Session Eight: 

Persuasive 
Techniques and 

Devices

• Item Description

• Teacher’s Guide – Punctuation and Grammar

• Information Sheet – ‘Language Skills’

• Literacy Activity – ‘Atlantis Exists!’

• Literacy Activity – ‘Nominalisation’

Session Nine:

Punctuation and 
Grammar

• Item Description

• Teacher’s Guide – Sentence Structure

• Student Guide – ‘Sentence Structure’

• Literacy Activity – ‘Child Labour in Nepal’

Session Ten:

Sentence Structure

• Item Description

• Teacher’s Guide – Spelling

• Student Guide – ‘A Useful Spelling List’

• Student Guide – ‘Spelling Rules!’

• Literacy Activity – ‘Right or Wrong?’

• Literacy Activity – ‘Spelling Bee’

Session Eleven: 
Spelling

• Item Description

• Teacher’s Guide – Creative Vocabulary and Editing

• Literacy Activity – ‘My Challenging Words’

• Literacy Activity – ‘Building your Vocabulary’

Session Twelve: 
Creative 

Vocabulary and 
Editing
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• Item Description

• Teacher’s Guide – Brainstorming

• Literacy Activity – ‘Should we Colonise Mars?’

• Literacy Activity – ‘Let’s Brainstorm!’

Session Thirteen: 

Brainstorming

• Item Description

• Teacher’s Guide – Planning

• Literacy Activity – ‘Serious on Smoking’

• Literacy Activity – ‘Persuasive Essay Planner’

Session Fourteen: 

Planning

• Item Description

• Practice Essay – “It is time that Australian women 
received equal pay for doing the same job as Australian 
men.”

• The Editing Checklist

Session Fifteen:

Practice Essay

• Item Description

• Literacy Activity – ‘Peer Editing’

Session Sixteen:

Peer Editing

• Mighty Minds NAP Practice Test (to be marked 
externally)

Session 
Seventeen:

Official Practice 
Test SA

M
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Please note: any activity that is not completed during class time may be set for homework or 

undertaken at a later date. 

Overview

• Activity Description:
• ‘The Writing Test’ details what is involved in each of the ten criteria of the NAPLAN 

Writing Test and how to exemplify them; i.e., audience, text structure, ideas, 

persuasive devices, vocabulary, cohesion, paragraphing, sentence structure, 

punctuation and spelling. Teachers should take the time to discuss each section 

with the students – particularly regarding the arrangement of ideas, higher-order 

essay structures and Aristotle’s proofs - so that they have a clear understanding of 

the task before the more detailed sessions begin. 

• The second Teacher’s Guide details how to deconstruct a persuasive essay and 

explains why this is important.

• Mighty Minds has created an example of a deconstructed persuasive essay for 

teachers to use, should they not wish to develop their own. On either side of the 

essay are detailed notes about either the text structure (left) or language features 

used (right).

• Purpose of Activity:
• To provide a general overview of persuasive writing before students 

begin to delve into more detail.

• KLAs:
• English

• CCEs:
• Recognising letters, words and other symbols (α1)

• Interpreting the meaning of words or other symbols (α4)

• Analysing (θ43)

• Suggested Time Allocation:
• This session is designed to take approximately an hour to complete.

• Teaching Notes: 
• As students read through the sample persuasive essay, they should be able to gain 

a clear understanding of the persuasive genre by linking parts of the essay to the 

notes in the column next to it.

This Item Description is continued on the next page...

For the Teachers

Item Description
- Persuasive Writing Unit -
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…This Item Description is continued from the previous page.

Overview

• Teaching Notes (cont’d): 
• As this worksheet requires the use of colour to indicate language features, it is 

highly recommended that an electronic copy of this resource be shown on a 

projector to the class. Another alternative is that the resource be printed in colour. If 

neither of these options are viable, the teacher should at least possess a colour 

copy or be able to look at a colour copy via a computer, as they discuss the content 

with the class. 

For the Teachers - continued

Item Description
- Persuasive Writing Unit -
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The purpose of a persuasive essay is not just to inform your reader about an 

issue: you need to convince them to accept your point of view. It is therefore 

essential in persuasive essays to plan appropriately, otherwise irrelevant ideas and poor 

cohesion can leave your readers confused and unconvinced. In the NAPLAN Writing Test, 

there are ten criteria you will be assessed on. If you make sure you attend to each of these 

in your response, not only can you guarantee that your essay will be at its most 

persuasive, but you can make sure you get the best mark possible!

Picking your Position
The topic you will be given is always one that could be argued from 
more than one side. You can choose to either write an argument or a
discussion, the difference being that an argument presents one 
side of the issue, whereas a discussion examines both sides of the 
issue before settling on a conclusion. 

If you choose to write an argument, pick the side you think you can 
defend the best using your own personal knowledge or experience. 
Additionally, make sure the argument you are making is one that can 
be debated - not just a personal preference of yours. For instance, 
imagine you are responding to the stimulus “dogs make good pets”. If the idea you chose to elaborate 
on was “Dalmatians are my favourite animal”, it would just be a preference. On the other hand, if you 
were to argue that “dogs are better than cats”, your claim would be debatable.

Planning your Essay
You will be marked on how relevant your ideas are and how well you elaborate them. As such, before 
you begin writing your essay, you need to brainstorm everything you know, believe or have 
experienced about the stimulus. Once you have chosen your position on the topic, define it, give 
reasons why it is significant, describe its history, list who is involved, explain what is at stake and write 
about the different opinions and stances that exist on it. Try to establish a personal connection with the 
subject you are discussing so that you can produce plausible evidence and arguments to support your 
position. From there, select only those ideas that are considerably related to your topic and will help 
you win your argument. 

During this planning stage, you should also consider how you are going to structure and arrange the 
ideas you generate in your essay. This will be elaborated on in detail in the upcoming ‘Text Structure’ 
section, but effective methods of arranging your ideas could include cause/effect, problem/solution 
and differences/similarities. Not all of these may be relevant 

for the argument you are making. 

A sample brainstorm for an essay responding to the 
stimulus “global warming” appears on the next page. 
Notice how the ideas have been neatly organised under 
subheadings like “problem”, “cause”, “effect” and 
“solution”. Doing this at the very beginning helps you to 
recognise patterns and relationships in your points that 
could inspire you in terms of determining a powerful and 
effective essay structure.

IDEA!
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Humans need to take 
action in their 

everyday lives to 
address global 

warming before it’s 
too late.

Cause: 
Burning 

fossil fuels, 
which emits 
CO2, and not 

having 
enough 

trees to turn 
that CO2

into O2

Effect

Solutions

Reducing car 
use

Transport

Industry 
(Factories)

Planet 
heating 

up

Electricity

Species 
dying 
out

Seal 
levels 
rising

Save 
energy 

at home

Increase 
number 
of trees

Logging

Problem: 
Global 

Warming

Carpool

Walk, ride 
bikes, skate or 

rollerblade 
everywhere

Buy electric 
vehicles

National 
tree-planting 

days

Recycle 
paper

Plant trees 
for special 
occasions 

e.g. 
birthdays

Unplug 
appliances 
that aren’t 
being used

Rely on the 
sun and 

shade for 
heating and 
cooling: not 
aircons and 

heaters
Install a solar 

energy 
system
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AUDIENCE!

You need to always keep in mind the fact that you are writing for an audience. Treat your readers as 
though they are intelligent but uninformed; so although they have the capacity to understand the material 
you are writing about, they are not familiar with it. This means you to clearly explain and evidence 
everything you say. To make your arguments more effective when you put them forward, you want to 
touch a chord with what your readers think, feel and know. Visualising them in your head can help you do 
this - what do they value? What do they fear? What do they find amusing? What makes them sad? What 
do they believe?

According to the NAPLAN instructions, your essay needs to contain three distinct parts: an introduction, a 
body and a conclusion. But it goes deeper than this.

Introduction
A persuasive essay is an argument you write to convince readers that it is intellectually valid and 
justifiable; that is, correct and sensible. Your introduction, therefore, needs to do three things: introduce 
the topic and its context, state your position on the topic and explain how the essay will be organised in 
terms of your supporting points. 

You sum your position up in what is known as the thesis: a clear and succinct argumentative statement
you can put anywhere in the introduction provided its positioning is effective. For instance, imagine you 
were asked to write an essay on whether or not smoking should be legal. To transform the topic into a 
thesis, all you need to do is rephrase the question into your own personal view. It could be as simple as 
“Smoking should be banned” or as detailed as “Smoking is a dangerous and unnatural habit, and due to its 
deleterious effects on health and the environment, should be completely outlawed.” 

If you’re not opening your essay with your thesis, it is important that you begin your introduction with a 
catchy lead that appeals to your audience’s interests straight away, compelling them to read on. Suitable 
ways of opening a persuasive essay on smoking could be to:
• Use a quote:

Acclaimed American author Kurt Vonnegut once said, “Cigarettes are a classy way to commit 
suicide.”

• Use a statistic: 
Smoking is the leading cause of preventable death and disease in the world. 

• Use a strong statement followed by a rhetorical question: 
It has been estimated that every cigarette knocks between five and 
twenty minutes off your life. Considering we pour trillions of dollars 
into medicine, road safety and monitoring crime all in the effort of 
preserving human lives, why are we still allowing the biggest killer to 
roam free on the shelves of practically every supermarket in the 
world?

The remainder of your introduction needs to outline the points you will be 
making in support of your thesis. Try to signpost your essay in a more 
interesting way than, “My first point is that smoking is bad for your health. My 
second point is that smoking is also bad for the health of those around you. 
Finally, I will write about how smoking is bad for the environment.” 

TEXT STRUCTURE!
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Body
Your body paragraphs contain the supporting points you are going to make to compel your readers to 
agree with you. In the planning stages of your essay, you need to choose what these points are and 
arrange them in an order that makes sense, with one point leading into another. This does not necessarily 
mean you are to split your body paragraphs up according to these points. Instead, treat your points as 
sections of your essay. Each section may need just one paragraph to get that point across, or it may need 
more. You might need an extra paragraph at the beginning to give some background information on the 
topic or an extra paragraph at the end to make recommendations about the future or dissect and rebut 
opposing views to your topic: it all depends on the complexity of the point you are making and your word 
limit.

When coming up with a logical way to arrange the ideas in your essay, there are several structures you 
could employ.

Listing and Describing
List, describe and evaluate each of the factors that prove that your thesis is correct.
Example thesis: Because of its lack of filter, restrictive effect on children’s learning development and 
impact on health, parents should limit the time they allow their children to watch TV.
The essay could the go on to list, describe and evaluate each of these factors to prove that they are 
injurious to children’s wellbeing and justify why television should be limited. 

Showing Problem and Solution
Outline the problem (definition/cause), justify why it is a problem (effect) and either explore multiple 
solutions or justify why yours is best.
Example thesis: Despite constant warnings of the perils of plagiarism, it continues to be one of the greatest 
problems facing schools today. It could, however, be mollified if students were all explicitly taught how to 
paraphrase and quote properly.
The essay would then go on explain why students plagiarise, why plagiarising is a problem, why the current

Instead, consider writing something like, “Not only does smoking 
cause irreparable damage to your health, it’s also extremely 
damaging to the health of those around you. The environment is 
also a victim, with waterways and ultimately wildlife all choking 
on yet another human product.”

warning system is ineffective and how the proposed 
system of education would fix the problem.

Showing Cause and Effect
Explain the cause/s of or reason/s behind a situation, 
problem or event and the effect/s or result/s it has.
Example thesis: Playing violent video games increases 
violent tendencies in young people.
The essay could then go on to explain the cause and link 
it to the effect with evidence and supporting 
arguments. 

TEXT STRUCTURE (cont’d)!
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Comparing and Contrasting
Make connections and explore differences between two things, arriving at a final opinion.
Example thesis: Although Facebook and MySpace offer the same opportunities in terms of social 
networking, only Myspace allows its users to demonstrate their personal flair.
The essay could then go on to compare similarities and contrast differences between the two sites, 
concluding that although they are alike, they are ultimately different.

Relating Parts to a Whole
Synthesise – that is, make connections and show the relationship between - a numbers of sources or ideas, 
almost like making a generalisation.

Example thesis: Examination of America’s involvement in the Vietnam War 
indicates that it can be attributed to three flawed beliefs.
The essay would then go on to explain what each of these beliefs were, why they 
were flawed and how they led to America becoming involved in the Vietnam war.

As with any other essay, each body paragraph needs to begin with a topic 
sentence - a statement that introduces your reader to the point you want 
to discuss. It is a good idea to try to link what was previously discussed in 
the last paragraph to your new point, for example:

Not only is smoking dangerous to those who choose to risk their 
lives: it also greatly affects the health of people who are in contact 
with smokers at home, at work or simply in the street.

This sentence clearly makes a connection between what the previous 
point would have been (smoking is dangerous to the smoker) and what 
the next point is going to be (passive smoking is also dangerous). 

Once you have enunciated the point of your paragraph through your topic 
sentence, you then need to elaborate on it and support it with:
• evidence (statistics, data, quotes, analogies, anecdotes, case studies 

etc.); 
• explanations  of how your evidence proves or backs up the point you 

are discussing, making reference to your own point of view; and
• a link to the next paragraph.

If you feel the link between two of your paragraphs requires more than just a sentence, consider using a 
transitional paragraph. Transitional paragraphs can be particularly useful if you have just developed a 
complex argument that needs a bit more explaining, as they can be used to summarise your argument and 
further persuade your audience to your point of view before leading into your next point.

Also keep in mind what the opposing opinions to your views are. A good persuasive essay can take the 
other side of the argument and respectfully highlight or counter its flaws. If you are rebutting, every 
counter-claim you make needs to be supported with evidence or a well-thought out argument – you can’t 
just say that they are wrong and then not explain why! Consider framing your rebuttal in sentences like the 
following:
• Although there are those who claim that banning smoking encroaches on the fundamental human 

right to freedom of choice, the validity of their arguments are outweighed by the need to protect 
human life. 

TEXT STRUCTURE (cont’d)!
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• Advocates of smoking argue that banning smoking encroaches on the fundamental human right to 
freedom of choice. However, this claim simply doesn’t hold up when examined in depth, because…

• The argument that banning smoking encroaches on the fundamental human right to freedom of choice 
raises serious questions about where to draw the line between liberties and the value of human life.

If you cannot think of any convincing rebuttals to the counterarguments, however, it is much better to not 
attempt this persuasive technique.

Conclusion
Your conclusion is the last thing your audience is going to read, so it needs to be hard hitting and answer 
the question, “So what?!” once and for all. In doing so, it should definitively summarise your point of view 
and remind your readers why your argument is right by reiterating all the supporting arguments you 
made. Although you are not to introduce any new information in this part of your essay, you must be 
careful that you don’t just write out a recycled version of your introduction. Think of your audience as 
arriving at your conclusion.  Many good persuasive essays finish with a brief, powerful statement that 
keeps readers thinking long after they have finished. A rhetorical question, statement about the future or 
call to action can be an excellent way of doing this.

win the respect and trust of your audience. This requires demonstrating that you have some sort of 
experience with or expert knowledge of the subject. In doing so, you must ensure your audience feels 
assured that you do not have an ulterior motive or hidden objective in persuading them to agree with you.

You can establish ethos by:
• Choosing language relevant to your topic that is familiar to your audience
• Referencing quotes or information from reputable sources
• Revealing a similarity between you and your audience by sharing a story 
• Establishing your qualifications or the source of your authority on the issue
• Openly disclosing any personal bias you may have in the outcome of the debate
Real-Life Example: Although you may not understand the rehabilitation program a physiotherapist gives 

you after you tear a ligament in your knee, you follow it because you believe she knows what she is talking 
about due to the way she conducts herself as a professional.
Writing Example: Having grown up in a rural community myself, I am very familiar with the financial 

hardship that accompanies drought.

Persuasive Techniques
There are a selection of persuasive techniques you can employ in your 
writing to win your readers over by appealing to their emotions, reasoning 
and values. Writing and speaking effectively like this is known as rhetoric, 
and no one did it better than the Ancient Greeks. Acclaimed philosopher 
Aristotle studied the art of persuasion intently and taught people like 
Alexander the Great how to speak in public and win arguments. He 
eventually wrote his findings in a book, describing three appeals writers 
should use to persuade their audience: ethos, pathos and logos.

Ethos
Ethos comes from the Greek word ethikos, meaning “moral character”. To 
exhibit this appeal, you need to establish your credibility as a writer and

TEXT STRUCTURE (cont’d)!

PERSUASIVE TECHNIQUES AND DEVICES!
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Writing Example: Having grown up in a rural community myself, I am very familiar with the financial 
hardship that accompanies drought.

Pathos
The Greek word pathos literally means “what befalls one”, and is the source of words like sympathy, 
empathy and pathetic. In terms of being an Aristotelian appeal, it involves evoking your audience’s feelings 
and emotions – usually pity, compassion, fear or outrage. By touching a nerve in your readers, you can 
compel them to listen to what you have to say and, if necessary, take action. 
You can establish pathos by:
• Sharing a touching anecdote or case study
• Warning your readers about the future or possible consequences of inaction
• Choosing emotive language 
• Showing, not telling: use descriptive language that conjures images in your audience’s mind
Real-Life Example: Television ads for charities working in poverty-stricken nations will show images of 
destitute people – usually children – looking beseechingly into the camera for your help.
Writing Example: The terrified whale calf was trapped in the shark nets for eight hours, wailing mournfully 
for her mother before rescuers finally cut her free, only to get tangled again just two days later. This time, 
she wasn’t so lucky.

Logos
Logos comes from the Greek word lego for “reason”. Using it entails appealing to your readers’ logic and 
sense of reason by supporting your claim or claims with factual information and clear supporting evidence. 
When doing so, you need to be consistent, accurate and convincing. Additionally, you should strive to be as 
objective as possible, making use of non-emotive and dispassionate language. 
You can establish ethos by:
• Listing figures and statistics
• Sharing facts
• Giving several examples or case studies and drawing a general proposition from them
• Critiquing or rebutting opposing arguments or evidence in an intelligent and justified manner without 

getting personal.
• Exploring the cause and effect of an issue.

PERSUASIVE TECHNIQUES AND DEVICES (cont’d)!
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Real-Life Example
Stockbrokers select the companies they are going to invest in based on careful examination of their past 
figures. 
Writing Example
Despite the introduction of stricter penalties for driving misdemeanours and a stricter driving test, road 
fatalities in Queensland have increased over the last three years, paralleling the increase of distracting 
mobile phone technology.

When using these Aristotelian appeals, it is vital that you do so honestly and in good faith rather than to 
trying to manipulate your audience. Do not misrepresent yourself, exaggerate or invent facts or quotes, 
silence contrary evidence, appeal to your audience’s prejudices, rely on stereotypes or prematurely flatter 
your readers for sharing your beliefs. Too often you will see an ad for a product on television that has 
sneakily tactics like these in bad faith, especially on home shopping channels. Excited customers fall victim 
to their dishonest rhetoric and rush out to buy the ab-cruncher in the hope that they too will look like the 
glossy tanned models on the ad a mere week later, only to be disappointed. 

Persuasive Devices
Persuasive devices, on the other hand, are figures of speech and language forms you can also use to 
enhance your argument.

Conditional Mood:
Conditional mood is used to describe circumstances that may or may 
not happen, and are clauses beginning with words such as “unless”, 
“even though” and “if”.
Example: If we don’t come up with a solution soon to wipe out poaching 
for good, our children may only ever see a rhinoceros in a book.

Second Person:
Second person is directly referring to or acknowledging the reader with pronouns like “us”, “you” and 
“we”. This makes them an active part of your writing and can be effective in a number of ways: it can build 
rapport, draw them in to your argument, command their attention and motivate them. 
Example: You cannot just sit back and do nothing. 

Figurative Language:
There are many different kinds of figurative language, and the imagery it evokes appeals to readers’ 
imaginations. Be aware that its meaning isn’t literal – you need to look beyond what a figurative phrase is 
explicitly saying to find its actual meaning.
• Simile

Saying that one object/idea is like another. Similes contain the words “like”, “as” or “than”.
Example: Driving dangerously is like playing Russian Roulette with your life.

• Metaphor
Saying that one object/idea possesses the qualities of another.
Example: Your life is a blank journal just waiting to be filled.

• Hyperbole
Exaggerating a statement to emphasise a point.
Example: She was so hungry she could have eaten an elephant.

PERSUASIVE TECHNIQUES AND DEVICES (cont’d)!
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Using a word or words which sound like the thing or sound they are describing.
Example: “Above us the fireworks fizzled and popped, lighting up the sky.”

• Idiom
An expression specific to a particular language, especially one having a meaning other than its 
literal one. 
Example: It’s raining cats and dogs.

Second Person
Second person is directly referring to or acknowledging the reader with pronouns like “us”, “you” and 
“we”. This makes them an active part of your writing and can be effective in a number of ways: it can build 
rapport, draw them in to your argument, command their attention and motivate them. 
Example: You cannot just sit back and do nothing. 

Self-Deprecation
Self-deprecation is devaluing yourself for the purpose of humour. It builds rapport with your audience 
because they appreciate that you don’t take yourself too seriously and have humility.
Example: The humidity is getting so intense that even straightening my hair for two hours daily isn’t enough 
to stop me looking like an electrocuted mop.

Repetition
Just repeating a word or a phrase can provide sufficient emphasis to compel your audience to pay 
attention to what you have to say and take it away with them. 
Example: Not enough food. Not enough water. Not enough air.

Sarcasm
Sarcasm is a sharp, satirical remark or taut designed to hurt and amuse. 
Example: If I wanted to hear the pitter patter of little feet, I’d buy my dog tap shoes.

Irony:
Being ironic usually involves saying the opposite of what you mean, and is similar to being sarcastic.
Example: To demonstrate just how boring and pathetic Facebook is, I uploaded a video I’d made about it… 
on my Facebook page.

Imperative Mood
Imperative mood is used to make a command or a call to action in either a positive or negative matter.
Example: We need to stop buying imported meat now!

• Personification
Giving non-human entities (animals, objects, concepts etc.) 
human qualities. 
Example: The ever-encroaching waves are hissing bad 
fortune at the foreshore development.

• Alliteration
Repeating the same letter or sound to start two or more 
words in a group.
Example: The feisty, ferocious feline leapt out from behind 
the curtain.”

• Onomatopoeia

PERSUASIVE TECHNIQUES AND DEVICES (cont’d)!
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Modality
Modality involves using words show the intensity of a situation by expressing degrees of things such as 
certainty, probability and intensity.
Example: It is absolutely vital that we take action to stop our planet heating up now, otherwise future 
generations may never know what it’s like to see snow.

Rhetorical Questions 
Rhetorical questions do not require an actual answer, and are just posed to emphasise a point that should 
be obvious. 
Example: Can we really expect taxpayers to continue to fork out for a habit society condones?

Rule of Threes
Similar to repetition, this reinforces a certain viewpoint by considering the facts from three different 
perspectives. It is based on a long-held belief that things in groups of three are more powerful.
Example: Such an act demonstrates disregard for the law, irresponsible behaviour and pure indecency.

Try to use as colourful and extensive a range of language as you possibly can. If you have time at the end 
and have proofread your work, go back through it and change any generic and boring existing words to 
something more sophisticated – swap “bitter” with “acrimonious”, “building” with “edifice” and “strolled” 
with “meandered”. Because the genre of writing you are doing as persuasive, you also need to ensure you 
include positive and negative nouns and adjectives (e.g. accomplishment/failure; tasteful/vulgar), verbs 
with strong modality (doing words that indicate certainty, probability, intensity etc. e.g. must, should, 
ought etc.) and specialised terms related to both persuasion in general (e.g. criticise, contrary, fallacy, 
invalid etc.) and the topic you are discussing.

Your essay needs to be cohesive, meaning your arguments and ideas must be linked rather than just 
disjointedly slapped across the page. Consider the essay structures outlined in the Text Structure section : 
cause/effect, problem/solution, list/describe etc. Signposting your ideas clearly in your introduction and 
then expanding on them in your essay with the use of orderlies (Firstly… secondly… finally) can also work 
provided there are genuine connections between them, but it is better to try and think of a more original 
way to link your arguments. 

It’s also important that you establish relationships within your 
sentences with accurate conjunctions, adverbs and adverbial clauses. 
Words and phrases like this are used to show purpose (e.g. in order to) 
and effect (e.g. subsequently), similarity (e.g. likewise) and difference 
(e.g. on the contrary), condition (e.g. provided that), qualification (e.g. 
although) and supplementation (e.g. furthermore).

Another means of achieving cohesion in your writing is by employing 
substitution. For example, if you were talking about President Obama, 
to avoid repetition you could refer to him as “the President”, “Obama” 
or pronouns such as “he” and “him”. 

PERSUASIVE TECHNIQUES AND DEVICES (cont’d)!

VOCABULARY!

COHESION!
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Too often in the writing test, students just write one big block of text. Your essay should contain roughly 
five paragraphs – an introduction, three body paragraphs (one on each main argument you are putting 
forward) and a conclusion. Five paragraphs are not a requirement though – if you think you need to use 
more for one idea or perhaps need to insert a transition paragraph, do it. The way you choose to split your 
ideas into paragraphs is very important. Not only does it have to be formally correct (meaning each
paragraph needs a topic sentence, a handful of supporting sentences and a clincher that ideally leads into 
the next), it also needs to make your message and argument more powerful. As such, it is perfectly fine to 
finish your essay with a one-sentence paragraph: a final comment to underscore your message one last 
time. But other than that last line, try to avoid one-sentence paragraphs, especially long, rambling ones! 
And if you forget to leave a space between each paragraph when you write your test, go back at the end 
and insert some sort of marker or line so that whoever is assessing your work knows your intention.

As long as you employ a diverse range of sentence structures and lengths (and use them correctly, of 
course), you will achieve high marks for this criteria. It is highly recommended that you do not start 
consecutive sentences with the same beginning unless you are doing so in the context of some sort of 
rhetorical device involving repetition. 

Here are some examples of reordering the same ideas in a variety of different ways.  
• Offshore asylum seekers are forbidden to apply for a visa unless the Immigration Minister exercises his 

discretion, despite the fact that the majority of them would qualify for refugee status.
• Despite the fact that the majority of offshore asylum seekers would qualify for refugee status, they are 

forbidden to apply for a visa unless the Immigration Minister exercises his discretion. 
• Unless the Immigration Minister exercises his discretion, offshore asylum seekers are forbidden to apply 

for a visa, despite the fact that the majority of them would qualify for refugee status.
• The majority of offshore asylum seekers would qualify for refugee status, but despite this, unless the 

Immigration Minister exercises his discretion, they are forbidden to apply for a visa.

You are marked on the appropriateness, the accuracy and (especially) on the effect 
created by your use of punctuation. At the very least, all of your sentence beginnings 
need to be capitalised, and all of your endings must be marked with a full stop, question 
mark or exclamation mark. To gain top marks in this area, attempt to use more complex 
punctuation marks at least once, for example: dashes, brackets, colons and semi-colons. 

You will not just be evaluated on whether or not your spelling is correct or not: you will also be assessed 
on the level of sophistication of the words you use. A good trick to do before the test is to learn how to 
use and spell around five or six complex words that can be used in any sort of essay (e.g. deleterious, 
detrimental, marginalised, momentous, contemporaneous, controversial) and insert them into your 
response where appropriate.

Make sure you answer the question and relate every point you make to the underlying message that you 
are trying to put forward. Once you have your finished product, ask yourself: “If someone else was 
presenting your essay as a speech to you, would I be convinced?”

PARAGRAPHING!

SENTENCE STRUCTURE!

PUNCTUATION!

SPELLING!

ABOVE ALL!
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The Benefits of Deconstructing a Persuasive Essay with the Class

Success in the NAPLAN Writing Test is primarily dependent on a student’s ability to successfully 

express themselves within the chosen genre – in this case, the persuasive essay. It is therefore 

crucial that students understand how features such as text structure, persuasive devices and ideas 

work in the given genre. Deconstructing a model persuasive essay is an excellent way for students to 

gain this understanding, as it gives students an idea of the type of vocabulary they should aim to use 

and presents presenting them with an example of written prose with proper spelling, punctuation and 

grammar.

How to Deconstruct a Persuasive Essay with the Class

In this session, students should be given an example of a persuasive essay on a topic with which 

they are familiar and that is written in a style that they will be able to understand (i.e. a use of 

vocabulary that is not too sophisticated). You may wish to use the sample persuasive essay given in 

this guide or create your own. Once students have read the example, a class discussion should be 

initiated with respect to:

• the overall structure of the essay;

• how the ideas have been organised/arranged;

• how each paragraph has been organised (i.e. topic sentence, evidence, explanations);

• the type of language (vocabulary) and sentences used to convey ideas;

• the variety of sentence structures used; and

• how the author has used persuasive techniques and devices to persuade the reader.

A selection of sentences (from within the essay) should be used as examples to highlight correct 

spelling, punctuation, grammar and sentence structure. 

Teacher’s Guide
- Deconstructing Persuasive Essay -
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Title: Always include an 
appropriate title!

TOPIC: The chosen topic of 
this persuasive essay is that 
learning a foreign language is 
‘important’.

INTRODUCTION: From the 
very first sentence, readers 
should be able to tell what 
your topic is; as well as the 
position you are taking on 
the topic.

Signposting: towards the 
end of your introduction, 
give readers a brief overview 
of the topics you will cover 
later on in your essay. 

Logical development of 
ideas: As you will see, the 
writer starts off by discussing 
how languages are useful for 
students in their current 
schoolwork, then moves on 
to how it impacts their 
future lives and finally, the 
global community. 

ARGUMENT 1: That learning 
a foreign language is 
valuable to understanding 
your own language. 

Paragraph Structure: A topic 
sentence orients the reader 
on the argument the author 
is expressing in the 
paragraph. Next, some 
evidence/quotes/statistics 
are used to highlight the 
author’s argument. The 
paragraph finishes by 
highlighting the 
importance/significance of 
that argument.

Topic Sentence: This topic 
sentence not only addresses 
the next point the writer is 
about to raise; it also 
provides a linking statement 
to the previous paragraph. 

1. Using a rhetorical question 
at the beginning of your 
essay is an effective  way of 
‘grabbing the reader’s 
attention’.

2. Inclusive language (us, 
you, we, our) used to make 
readers feel they are 
included in the writer’s 
discussion.

3. Present tense is used to 
create a sense of immediacy.

*The language and 
complexity of vocabulary 
used is appropriate to 
secondary school students—
the ‘audience’.

*Avoid using the 
clichéd 

statement of “This essay 
will...” in your introduction. 

4. Use cohesive ties to 
remind readers of the order 
of your arguments.

5. Strong modal language 
implies to readers a sense of 
urgency by outlining the 
‘necessary actions to be 
made’. 

6. Logos: Quotes and 
statistics are a valuable way 
to highlight your views, and 
persuade readers that they 
are well-informed and 
worthy of contemplation.

7. Cohesive ties reinforce the 
importance of the author’s 
point.

8. A ‘difficult word’ is used 
here to remind you of the 
importance of a varied, 
sophisticated vocabulary. 

9. A variety of punctuation 
marks are used ( ; , - )

Why is it that French, Chinese or Korean classes at 
school are often the least popular?1 As students, 
we2 are too often under the impression3 that 
learning a foreign language is less important than 
taking on subjects like maths, science or modern 
history. What we2 don’t realise is3 the true value of 
learning another language – a skill that can have a 
great impact on both our2 future aspirations and 
the world in which we2 live. Not only can fluency in 
another language improve our2 literacy skills; it 
can also make travelling abroad a more rewarding 
activity and create opportunities for us to study or 
work overseas. Moreover4, the knowledge of 
another language also makes us2 aware of 
different cultures around the world –thus makes 
us2 ‘global citizens’, aware of our2 surroundings 
and our2 place in the world.

First of all4, the skills acquired from learning a 
foreign language most certainly5 flow into our own 
understanding of the English language. 
Researchers at the Harvard Language Institute 
found that students with a knowledge of the 
grammar conventions in French, Latin and German 
were twice as likely to use correct grammar 
conventions when writing in English.6 Moreover7,  
in a world where ‘texting’ (SMS) abbreviations are 
creeping into everyday conversations and writing, 
it is crucial5 that students maintain their 
proficiency in English – both for their current 
academic progress and future professional careers. 

The skills and aptitude8 gained from learning 
another language do not simply translate into our2

current schoolwork;9 they can ultimately improve
our2 future lifestyle and work prospects. I’m sure 
many of you2 have considered travelling to Tokyo, 
Paris, maybe even Milan4...9

It certainly5 goes without saying that a knowledge 
of the local language can turn an ordinary holiday 
experience into something truly memorable – 9 as 
well as helping to break the language barriers we2

so often come across when venturing overseas.

This text continues on the next page…
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4. Use cohesive ties  to 
remind readers of the order 
of your arguments.

2. Inclusive language (us, 
you, we, our) used to make 
readers feel they are 
included in the writer’s 
discussion.

9. A variety of punctuation 
marks are used ( ; , - )

10. Emotive techniques: 
appeal to the interests and 
desires of your audience. 

12. Repetition of words: In 
this case, the writer has used 
variations on the word 
‘value’ to highlight the 
importance of learning 
foreign languages. 

5. Note how high modality/ 
imperative language is used 
to make an argument sound 
like the “right” one.

12. The “Power of Threes”: 
This technique has been 
employed here to reinforce 
the idea that people are ‘too 
quick to assume’ when 
dealing with people from 
other ethnicities. 

13. Emotive language can 
also be used to privilege or 
marginalise groups/people.

6. Direct quotation is used as 
evidence to re-assert the 
contention/argument.

7. Cohesive ties reinforce the 
importance of the author’s 
point.

1. Rhetorical questions can  
also be an effective way to 
end a persuasive essay, as 
they appeal to the reader’s 
curiosity and leave them 
contemplating the writer’s 
chosen topic. 

ARGUMENT 2: Learning a 
language can have a positive 
effect on your future 
aspirations. Note how this 
topic addresses the future—
demonstrating the writer’s 
perceptiveness on the 
chosen topic. 

Note how the writer creates 
cohesion between these two 
paragraphs by using the idea 
of ‘conversing with people 
around the world’. 

ARGUMENT 3: That learning 
a foreign language can 
educate people to be 
tolerant of other cultures 
and ethnicities.

The writer uses an example 
to add some ‘evidence’ to 
the claim he makes about 
people being ‘misinformed’ 
and ‘assuming’ of other 
cultures. This adds a sense of 
‘reliability’ to what he 
argues; thus making readers 
more likely to agree with 
him.

CONCLUSION: Effective, 
persuasive conclusions end 
with a paragraph that 
restates the author’s 
position on the chosen topic, 
then summarises all the 
arguments made to 
highlight/prove their point of 
view.  

Avoid using the clichéd 
phrase of “In conclusion”... 
This is unnecessary. 

Furthermore, we2 might even find ourselves with 
the prospect of working and living permanently 
overseas.4 Current employers (particularly from 
multi-national corporations) view employees fluent 
in a foreign language favourably. Our2 increasingly 
globalised world sees companies trading in almost 
every port and city around the world – 9 and surely, 
employees capable of conversing with locals are 
valued individuals.10

Nonetheless, the value12 we gain from learning 
another language is not simply restricted to 
conversing with locals from another country - but 
also in appreciating the rich culture and traditions 
associated with that language. Lessons in Korean or 
Arabic will almost certainly address5 important 
discussions on history, food, religions and local 
festivities. Appreciating cultures and societies 
different from our own inevitably makes us more 
sympathetic and tolerant towards people of other 
cultures - an invaluable12 trait in a world as 
subjective, assuming and often misinformed12 as 
ours. You2 only have to look at the type of 
unfounded slander and racism13 aimed at groups 
such as Muslims (in events such as the Cronulla
Riots of 2005) to see how intolerant our society is.
As the eminent Dalai Lama, religious leader of  
Buddhists, stated, “The key to eradicating racism 
and ignorance in the world is through education.”6

It is without doubt5 that foreign languages allow us 
to immerse ourselves in, and understand, other 
societies. As such, classes in French or Korean can 
be seen as invaluable12 ‘weapons’ in the worldwide 
‘fight against racism’.

The varied and significant advantages we (as 
students) can gain from learning a foreign language 
surely cannot be refuted5. Not only can our 
aptitude and understanding of our own language be 
improved, but also studies in foreign languages 
create endless possibilities for us to live and work 
overseas. Furthermore7, the ability to become 
acquainted with a foreign culture and society, and 
thus become a tolerant and understanding member 
of our community, is an important part of learning a 
foreign language that our society cannot afford to 
ignore. 

After all, how else can we overcome racism and 
wars between cultures if we are not informed, 
sympathetic members of our global community?1
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Please note: any activity that is not completed during class time may be set for homework or 

undertaken at a later date. 

Audience

• Activity Description:

• The Teacher’s Guide (Writing for an Audience) provides background information 

on the NAPLAN Writing Test criteria of Audience.

• Included is a brief informative sheet entitled, ‘Knowing Your Audience’. This may 

be handed out to students.

• The worksheet, ‘Audience Mix-Up’, requires students to identify the audience of a 

selected piece of text by looking at the tone used, the type of vocabulary, the 

sentence structure and to a limited extent, the content of the passage. 

• Purpose of Activity:
• To introduce students to the concept of writing for an audience. 

Students will complete activities to enhance their understanding of 

the ‘Audience’ criteria in this session. 

• KLAs:
• English, History, Science

• CCEs:
• Recognising letters, words and other symbols (α1)

• Interpreting the meaning of words or other symbols (α4)

• Classifying (β30)

• Generalising from information (β38)

• Reaching a conclusion which is necessarily true provided a given 

set of assumptions is true (θ32)

• Analysing (θ43)

• Creating/ composing/ devising (π46)

• Suggested Time Allocation:
• This session is designed to take approximately an hour to complete.

This Item Description is continued on the next page...

For the Teachers

Item Description
- Audience -
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…This Item Description is continued from the previous page.

Audience

• Teaching Notes: 
• You should explain the concept of writing for an audience to the class before 

using the activity to consolidate student learning. 

• In some instances, students may have to use their deduction skills and practise 

using the process of elimination to choose the answer that ‘best fits’ the 

question. This is a skill that can be invaluable on other components of the 

NAPLAN Tests (such as in the Language Conventions Test). 

• Once the answers are revealed to the students, there might be some 

discussion – which should be encouraged. If students did not pick the answers 

as provided by Mighty Minds, ask them to justify their choice by referring to 

specific language and sentence features. 

For the Teachers - continued

Item Description
- Audience -
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Audience:

The Importance of Knowing your Audience

Whenever one writes (whether it be a personal email, business letter or academic essay), one is 

communicating with a  specific person. Depending on who that person or audience is, they will have 

certain expectations of the writer. For example, the ‘audience’ of a letter of complaint will want to 

know the issue the writer is addressing, as well as be informed (engaged) on the particulars of that 

issue. Factors such as text structure and vocabulary are also dependent on the audience – a 

personal email uses different vocabulary from an academic essay. 

Therefore, it is important that students know what audience they are writing for so that they can 

successfully orient and engage their reader. Knowing the audience they are writing for will affect how 

the student writes their text and how they use structure, vocabulary and data. 

Audiences can generally be divided into three categories:

1) Laypeople: the general public, who students need to assume have no background knowledge on 

the topic of the text; therefore, they need adequate descriptions and explanations of all technical 

terms and concepts. This audience type relates best to human interest case studies and 

anecdotes.

2)   Managerial audience: people who are more knowledgeable than laypeople, but still need 

information to make decisions. They relate well to statistics and facts.

3)   Experts: possibly the most difficult audience to convince, as they have usually already made an 

educated decision on the topic. Use a sophisticated vocabulary and hard evidence to support all 

of your arguments.

In short, how well you engage the audience is often determined by other aspects (criteria) of the 

Writing Test. 

Some Suggestions for Future Classes

First of all, students need to be made explicitly aware of the audience for which they are writing 

(students their own age, teachers, businesses/government...). As this is ultimately dependent on the 

question in the exam, the best preparation for this is for students to identify the group for which they 

are writing when presented with various example essay questions. 

Students also need to be made aware of the different conventions used to write (communicate) with 

their ‘target audience’ – for instance, the type of vocabulary and sentence structure necessary for an 

essay aimed at people in authority such as school teachers.

The sequence and organisation of ideas throughout the text should be carefully considered. 

Encourage students to arrange their ideas into paragraphs that flow into one another.

Teacher’s Guide
- Audience -
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When you are talking to someone face to face, your awareness of who 
your audience is tends to come naturally. You wouldn’t necessarily 
speak to your great grandmother the same way as you would speak to 
your best mate! But when writing, sometimes authors forget to take 
their audience into account, which results in a lack of successful 
communication between the two parties. As a writer, you need to cater 
to the expectations, knowledge, needs  and understanding of your 
audience. To do so, you first need to know your audience! 

In a persuasive piece, you may be arguing a contentious issue in the 
media to the general public, trying to prove a scientific  theory to a 
group of highly educated chemists or even attempting to convince 
teenagers not to do something. Your primary considerations in 
analysing your audience are whether they are formal or informal and 
whether they are academic/professional or non-academic/professional. 
Audiences can usually be divided into three categories.

1. Laypeople: the general public, who you need to assume have no 
background knowledge of your argument. They therefore need 
adequate descriptions and explanations of all technical terms and 
concepts. This audience type relates best to human interest case 
studies and anecdotes.

2. Managerial audience: people who are more knowledgeable than 
laypeople, but still need information to make decisions. They relate 
well to statistics and facts.

3. Experts: possibly the most difficult audience to convince, as they 
have usually already made an educated decision on the topic. This 
requires a sophisticated vocabulary and hard evidence that 
supports every aspect of the argument.

Once you have determined the type of audience you are writing for, 
you need to ensure that you use vocabulary appropriate to their level 
of understanding and variations of evidence that are most likely to 
appeal to them.
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Audience is a very important factor to consider when writing a persuasive essay. 
The authors of the passages below have remembered to write for their audience by 

keeping in mind their tone, vocabulary and sentence structure. 

• You may also be 

required to use your 

deductive skills (so 

perhaps utilise the 

process of 

elimination). 

• The content of the 

passages can be a 

clue, but don’t rely 

only on the content 

to make your choice. 

Match the passages below with the audience for whom they are written. Remember to 

carefully consider the tone, vocabulary and sentence structure used to help you make 

your decision.

Q1.

An entomologist is a person who studies insects. This is different from an etymologist who 
studies the history of words and how they have changed over time. 

Audience No.:

Pluripotent stems cells that undergo differentiation into specialised daughter cells require 
a range of specific and precise of cell-cell interactions. The transcription factor, Prospero-
related homeobox protein, has been found to regulate gene expression in adult stem cells. 
Future medical benefits of this discovery abound.

Audience No.:

Remember: before you start touching food, you should always wash your hands. Also, 
make sure you have an adult in the room who can do any cutting and put your food in the 
oven. 

Audience No.:

Financial instruments were largely responsible for the recent subprime crisis. 
Securitisation, initially employed to mitigate risks, compounded financial 
problems by causing banks with small capital reserves to collapse.

Audience No.:

1. Businessmen

2. High school 
students

3. A history student

4. Young children

5. Middle school 
students

6. Scientists

7. The general 
public

HINT!

…This exercise is continued on the next page
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